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Tebow’s willingness to play any role asked — he was the most discussed personal punt protector in NFL history during his nightmarish season with the Jets in 2012 — hasn’t erased his desire to play quarterback. That’s highly unlikely to happen with the Eagles, who have Sam Bradford and Mark Sanchez clearly ahead on the depth chart.
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The group, which also makes anti-venom treatments for snakebites, posted pretax profit of 26.7 million pounds, down 20 percent, in the year to end-March. Underlying revenue rose 21 percent to 367.8 million pounds.
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“The largest contribution to that has come from a greater-than-expected increase in demand, which accounts for 80% of the net tightening. In our view, the unexpected strength of demand has been the most under-reported aspect of the oil market so far in 2015,” StanChart’s head of oil research Paul Horsell said in a report.
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There’s a drawback to all of this, of course. Technically, super Pacs like Right to Rise must operate independently of presidential candidates. Any co-ordination between the campaign and a Pac is illegal.
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Saw Shack gets its groove back with pork chop in Peking sauce ($9.50). Six plump pieces of pristine meat are slathered in rich, rib-sticking gravy that lacks the motor-oil viscosity you usually get at corner takeout joints. The ideal accompaniment: Saw Shack’s perfectly cooked onion rings ($1.95), which feel imported from another restaurant entirely.
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In a bid to keep the Chargers in San Diego, meanwhile, a municipal advisory group presented its own plan on Monday to finance a new $1.1 billion multipurpose arena on the site of their current antiquated home, Qualcomm Stadium.